
“We felt well-supported by the presence of other union 
members that morning. It feels important to all have 
the same protections in place in today’s workplace 
environment. We support our unions in healthcare and 
are excited about joining our unionized colleagues!”  
- Sara Bassetti, Social Worker, Cancer Support 
Services

“Hi I’m Hannah! I’m a Diet Aide at Monroe. In the past 9 months, we at EvergreenHealth Monroe have 
been fighting management to get rights and wages for everyone in the hospital. Getting the raise, 
healthcare, and benefits to everyone in these times with inflation would be beneficial, especially for 
people with different circumstances in their families. Management has made bargaining very difficult 
for us and have been delaying what the problem is in front of their face. We won’t let management 
take away our rights and quality healthcare. 
If workers from Kirkland came out to the picket and showed support, that would be amazing and 
would show a sign of unity—two different locations with one heart. Unity from both hospitals would 
be a sign of power and community to show we support each other.” 
- Hannah Park, Diet Aide, Evergreen Monroe

On May 11, the Social Workers from 
Cancer Support Services joined together 
with representatives from the Service and 
Social Worker/Chaplain bargaining units 
to deliver their notice to management that 
they intend to join our union! Welcome 
our new union siblings. Show them the 
love, support and unity they need as they 
join us!

At the end of March, we won the best contract we have ever seen here at Evergreen Kirkland. In addition to 
dramatic increases in our wages and shift differentials, we are seeing improvements to our union rights and 
workplace standards. The same cannot be said for Evergreen Monroe.
Over 9 months of bargaining with management have gone by and our colleagues in Monroe are still without a 
new contract. Management has very large takeaways still on the table that would compromise their ability to 
maintain their strong healthcare and have a voice in our two hospitals. 
That is why the elected bargaining team at Evergreen Monroe has called for an informational picket. We must 
stand shoulder-to-shoulder with our union siblings from Monroe to show Evergreen management that no 
matter what city we’re in, we are strong, and we are united! 

Our union is growing and we’re 
building unity together

Join the picket on Wednesday,  
May 24 from 3-6pm! There is also a rally 
starting at 5 pm on the public sidewalk 
just outside the Monroe campus.
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